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01 Introduction

Digital transformation. It’s disrupting nearly every
industry and impacting what it means to deliver a great
customer experience. Companies that ignore it risk their
very survival; but those that embrace it can dramatically
improve customer satisfaction and drive greater value—
without driving additional costs.
What is digital transformation? It’s about connecting all
existing customer touchpoints to your data, to create
personalized, predictive, and effortless customer
experiences across devices and channels. From artificially
intelligent chatbots (sometimes also referred to as Virtual
Agents) that emulate your top agents to predictive
insights that anticipate customer needs, a digitally
transformed organization makes it simple for customers
to do business with them now and in the future.
Sound impossible? Not at all, particularly if you cut
through the hype—separate fact from fiction—and stick
to proven strategies that work because they are based
on many other enterprise deployments.
This guide will show you how to rapidly deliver better,
more sustainable, and measurable customer experiences
and improve your overall business.

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience

“Deloitte Digital
research reveals that
companies focusing
on the human
experience have
been twice as likely
to outperform their
peers in revenue
growth over a threeyear period, with 17
times faster revenue
growth than those
who do not.”
- Deloitte Insights, Tech Trends,
2020
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02
Define the Vision
Fiction:
Digital transforming the customer experience is all about building it
once and leaving it alone.

Fact:
Digital transformation is ongoing, with continual opportunities to
further optimize and improve the customer experience.
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02 The Vision

How to build the experience your customers expect

A Digitally Transformed Customer Experience
Delivers the Best Possible Encounter for Any
Given Customer Journey or Task.
Customers pick their preferred channels and the experience is seamless,
easy, personalized, and convenient. Technologies use artificial intelligence
and machine learning to provide customer self-service, maintain the context
of the conversation across channels, and understand what the customer
is talking about. They help deliver the best possible experience, enabling
customer success without requiring extra customer effort.

Use consumer-driven analytical insights to
continually improve the customer experience.
Empower customers to choose their channel
for interaction and self-service.
Automate as much of the customer journey as
possible.
Connect the conversation across devices,
time, and channels.
Reduce the number of customers calling and
increase the number of customers interacting
via digital channels.

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience
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02 The Vision
A unified, digitally transformed customer journey

1

Customers interact with businesses across channels. Create seamless
customer experiences by connecting web, phone, messaging, and
mobile, and never making a customer repeat information.
Here, a customer views curated hotel options on the web, continues
booking a room with reward points through the toll-free line, get
alerts on their preferred messaging platform, and requests late
checkout through the company’s native app chat.

2
3

4
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03
Know why you
Should Care
Fiction:
Improving digital customer experiences is an added cost of doing
business.

Fact:
Done correctly, digital customer experiences can decrease costs by
moving interactions to lower cost channels. Plus, a good experience
can attract more customers and increase revenue. Consider this: One
in three consumers (32%) say they will walk away from a brand they
love after just one bad experience.1

1 PWC, The future of CX, 2018
Transforming the Digital Customer Experience
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03 Why Care

Benefits of digitally innovative customer experiences
Attract more customers and grow your market
share when your digital customer experience
is easy, convenient, and satisfying.

Designing and Delivering Digitally
Innovative (and Satisfying) Customer
Experiences Can Pay Enormous Dividends.

Drive higher revenue and shareholder value
by satisfying customers.
Improve or maintain your margins with happy
customers who are less likely to churn and go
to a competitor strictly based on cost.
Integrate the customer life cycle from prepurchase research through post-purchase
service engagements to help increase brand
and customer lifetime value.

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience
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03 Why Care

Digital transformation can help move
the needle on stagnant contact-center
metrics:

01
02
03
04

Cut operating costs by reducing
the number and length of
interactions requiring human
assistance and improve average
handle times (AHT) and
containment rates.
Improve Net Promoter Score
(NPS) and customer satisfaction
(CSAT) scores.
Support product, service,
customer, or geographic
expansion without increasing
costs.
Increase revenue as you free
up agents for higher-value
interactions.

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience

Rapid digital
transformation success
Within one year of
rearchitecting its customer
journey and deploying an
intelligent chatbot, a leading
global communications service
provider experienced a

60%

reduction in phone/email
support requests and an

11%

increase in its Net Promoter
Score.
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04
Take a Practical Iterative
Approach
Fiction:
Digital transformation takes years to implement.

Fact:
You can see real progress in just a few months.

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience
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04 The Approach

Take the following steps to segment and prioritize
areas of the customer experience for your digital
transformation.

By Breaking Up Transformation into Small,
Digestible Initiatives, Success Comes Early
and Helps Build Momentum, Generate
Enthusiasm, and Gain Buy-In for Further
Transformation Initiatives.

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience

1
2
3
4
5
6

Identify your customer journeys.
Analyze the journeys.
Select a channel strategy for the journey.
Assess the current technology environment.
Automate the journey.
Measure, analyze, and optimize the journey.
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04 The Approach
1. Identify Your Customer Journeys
Start with defining each customer journey. You’ll need to collect
and collate data within each journey and identify where customers
become frustrated. There are tools that can help you do this.
If data is missing, you can introduce technology that helps you
automate parts of your journeys as well as collect data you can use to
understand exactly what’s happening. For instance, the chat system
on your website can be used to capture and learn about the issues for
particular journeys.

For example, a telecom company many determine
its most common customer journeys include:
•

Billing questions

•

Plan upgrades

•

Product questions

•

Password resets

They take one of these journeys, plan upgrades, and
map out what the experience is like for customers.

Customer journey for phone upgrade
Journey Progression

The customer wants to
upgrade their phone plan.

While on the train to
work, the customer goes
to their provider’s app to
see if there are upgrade
options available.
The app says to visit
the website for more
information.

Customer visits the
website and types “plan
upgrades” into search.
After visiting multiple
pages, customer is told
they need to reach an
agent to determine which
plans they are eligible for.

The customer dials the
toll-free number. When
calling, the customer
must reauthenticate and
explain their question
all over again.

The customer is on
a corporate plan, so
they are redirected to
a different agent to
handle the request.

The customer is
informed of the
possible plan upgrades
they are eligible for.
Due to overwhelming
options, they decide
to think about it and
decide later.

Confused. They were
hoping they could make the
change now and are a bit
irritated they have to wait.

Irritated. The excitement
has faded and they’re
starting to feel like they’re
on a wild goose chase.

Annoyed. They feel
like they’re starting
the journey from the
beginning.

Frustrated. They feel
like it shouldn’t be this
complicated.

Exasperated. They aren’t
even sure they want to
upgrade anymore.

Customer Mood

Pleased at the prospect of
getting a great phone plan.

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience
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04 The Approach
2. Analyze the Journey
Once you have defined your customer journeys and have data about
them, you can determine which ones to automate first. To do this,
analyze the frequency and complexity of each journey and identify
the high-frequency/low-complexity journeys that are candidates for
automation. For example, resetting a password shouldn’t require
human assistance. You can also organize and prioritize journeys based
on their value to your customers and your brand.

The telecom provider creates a graph that segments
its customer journeys by value to the customer and
value to the company.
The company then visualizes and prioritizes which
journeys to automate.

High-value banking journeys visualization

Network
support
Service
activation

Billing questions
Service
availability
Technician
visit

New order
placement

VALUE TO CUSTOMER

Disputes

Password
reset

Address
transfer

Bill
payment

Order
status
Product
questions

Hardware
troubleshooting

Statement
request

Package
related

Onboarding
Automation candidate
Journeys often requiring assistance
Commonly crossing channels

VALUE TO BUSINESS
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04 The Approach
3. Select a Channel Strategy for the Journey
Choose the best way to craft the journey’s customer experience. Is
the journey a candidate for self-service? Would chat or a chatbot be
the most appropriate channel? Once you’ve selected the appropriate
channel strategy, create a storyboard design of the experience.

The telecom provider decides to focus on plan
upgrades as the first journey to re-architect because
it is high value to customers and often requires
assistance. The telecom provider deploys a chatbot
to handle the journey and help customers achieve
their desired outcome faster and more effectively.

Ideal customer journey for phone upgrade
New Journey Progression

The customer wants to upgrade
their phone plan.

While on the train to work, the
customer goes to their provider’s
app to see if there are upgrade
options available. The app identifies
their corporate plan and offers
them the option to chat for more
information.

The chat conversation begins with a
chatbot, and the customer is able to
see all the options available to them
and ask questions about each plan.

When the customer has selected
their plan, the chatbot seamlessly
switches with a live agent, required
for their specific corporate plan,
right in the same conversation, to
facilitate the purchase.

Happy. Their journey is moving along
smoothly.

Excited. The customer is getting
immediate answers to their questions.

Ecstatic. They have a new phone plan
and it was an easy, fast experience.

Customer Mood

Pleased at the prospect of getting a
great phone plan.

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience
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04 The Approach
4. Assess the Current Technology Environment
Based on the channel strategy, determine the technologies you’ll need to deliver the experience. Which technologies are currently in place
at your organization? Which capabilities do you need to automate the journey or achieve the desired experience? Determine how the new
technology would interoperate with your existing technology to seamlessly deliver the experience.
Keep in mind that the technology you choose is critical for enabling scalability and reuse without creating new silos. Look for a technology
platform you can deploy across multiple channels with minimal incremental investment.

Example mapping of existing channels & needed channels

Current Channels

MOBILE

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience

WEBSITE WEB
CHAT

Channels Needed

SUPPORT
LINE

MOBILE
CHAT

CHATBOT
INTEGRATED WITH
MOBILE & WEBSITE
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04 The Approach

5. Automate the Journey
To reduce risk and get valuable feedback, test the
capabilities you designed in a sandbox or proof of concept
to help improve your implementation before making it
available to the broader customer base.

A Major Canadian Bank
One of Canada’s largest banks introduced an
intelligent chatbot to provide self-service to its
customers. The chatbot reduced the number
of calls and emails that go to human agents for
routine questions by 25 percent and 23 percent,
respectively. It also increased click-through
rates to targeted product offers by twenty-fold
compared to ads on the home page.

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience
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04 The Approach

6. Measure, Analyze, and Optimize the Journey
Once you deploy the capabilities, continue to collect data
to measure success, and tweak the design as necessary to
improve the experience. This data will also provide insight
into ways to automate additional journeys.

A Leading Energy Provider
By deploying a smart chatbot as part of its digital
self-service strategy, a multinational energy
provider—and one of the largest electric power
companies in the United States—improved
customer satisfaction by more than 30 percent,
while saving $1 million the first year by reducing
the number of calls and email going to human
agents.

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience
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05
Map Your Transformation
Fiction:
An iterative approach means you don’t need to worry about digital
transformation maturity.

Fact:
It pays to keep an eye on the overall vision.

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience
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05 Transformation

The following maturity model shows how you can implement
digital transformation incrementally, with Level 1 representing
a starting point, and Level 4 being the end state after
transformation:

A Maturity Model for Transforming the
Customer Experience can Help You
Track Where You Are on the Digital
Transformation Path.

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience

Level

1

Level

2

Level

3

Level

4

Engagement is focused on one-off
transactions with customers and channels
are siloed, with no integration between the
channels. The customer conversation is not
maintained across channels, forcing the
customer to repeat the question.
In this early stage of digital transformation,
silos are beginning to be broken down by
integrating specific channels, such as chatbots
and chat. At this point, the conversation with
the customer can flow uninterrupted across
two different channels.
The enterprise can begin anticipating the
needs of the customer and continue a
conversation across all channels, such as from
the website, messaging apps, and the IVR.
All customer journeys are now transformed
and optimized. Artificial intelligence and
machine learning are used to continuously
learn about customer needs and preferences
to deliver a convenient, easy, and satisfying
experience.
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05 Transformation

BUSINESS

TECHNOLOGY

CUSTOMER

Digital transformation maturity model
Engagement

Transactional

Conversational

Predictive

Transformational

Context

Little or no context

Transfer context across
channel pairs

Leverage data and context
to predict intent and
transfer seamlessly across
channels

Customer service is convenient
and customized to individual
needs with embedded selfservice assistance

Agent
Assistance

Voice assistance for phone
interactions and chat for
digital interactions

Voice and chat assistance
across all voice and digital
channels

Agent drives one way digital
interactions across channel
of choice

Two-way digital interaction
between agents and users
across any channel

Self-Service

IVR and digital self-service
(web & mobile)

Web to IVR pairing; mobile
to IVR pairing; VA to chat
pairing

All channels are integrated

Complete integration of
channels, processes, and back
office

Analytics

Team-based; fragmented;
minimal insight

Shared info for two
channels; insight developing

Shared info and insight
across company

Shared info and insight
beyond company and machine
learning; customer journey
analytics

Action

Business rules-based with
no real time decisioning

Business rules primary;
real time decisioning

Real time decisioning
primary, followed by
business rules-based

Artificial intelligence and
machine learning

Strategy

Customer satisfaction

Customer retention

Customer loyalty

Customer advocacy

Single channel

Define joint customer
journey, prioritize crosschannel integration

Define joint customer journey, prioritize multi channel,
data, and device integration

Define joint customer journey,
prioritize customer experience
management (CEM)
infrastructure integration

Journey
Mapping

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience
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02 The Vision

06
Understand Digital
Technologies that
Transform the Customer
Experience
Fiction:
Digital transformation is about adding more digital channels to the
customer experience.

Fact:
It’s not about delivering more channels but optimizing the channels
you already have, while you selectively add new channels at minimal
cost as your business strategy evolves. A channel-agnostic, customercentric approach optimizes the customer journey with automation and
self-service, as well as context across channels, so you understand
customer intent.

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience
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06 The Customer Experience

Although your customer journeys, not the latest technology advances, dictate your digital transformation
efforts, you should be aware of fundamental technologies that are making today’s best digital customer
experiences possible.

1. Customer Engagement Platform Based on AI

2. AI-Based Chatbots

Many enterprises are embracing AI-powered systems to
improve customer satisfaction. These platforms:

The best chatbots have the traits of your best human agents:

• Give you a common system to coordinate the customer
journey across digital and voice channels for a consistent,
unbroken experience.
• Use artificial intelligence and machine learning to
understand customer intent and to personalize and
improve the experience across channels, journeys, and
devices.
• Let you build business rules and application logic that you
can deploy everywhere.
• Understand customer intent and match it to the next best
action.

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience

• Natural language comprehension to make it easy for
customers to communicate with your business.
• The ability to determine the meaning of words
(disambiguation) to enable clear, two-way conversation
and reduce customer frustration.
• Utilize AI to identify or predict the intent or purpose of
the customer’s question to anticipate needs and reduce
customer effort. For example, a chatbot could use a
bank customer’s question and the knowledge that the
customer was sent a new credit card bill the day before to
determine that the customer would like to pay the bill.
• Conversation automation for interacting with customers in
an engaging, human-like way.
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06 The Customer Experience

40%

decrease in call and chat volume
To provide superior customer service while maintaining
competitive prices, a leading Latin American airline introduced
a chatbot on its website. The chatbot has decreased the
airline’s live agent and chat volume by 40 percent, improved
the customer experience, and lowered operating costs.

Chatbots, virtual assistants and
robots drive seamless and effortless
experience, and their usage is bound to
increase. Gartner predicts that by 2022,
70% of customer interactions will involve
emerging technologies such as machine
learning (ML) applications, chatbots and
mobile messaging, up from 15% in 2018.
- Gartner, Top CX Trends for CIOs to Watch, 2020

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience
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06 The Customer Experience

3. Integrated Chat and Chatbot

4. Connected, Modern IVR

Integrating a chatbot into your messaging system delivers a
better customer experience and saves costs.

When your speech and digital channels use the same
underlying customer engagement platform, you can
optimize the customer journey.

• Reduces support costs by deflecting contacts from phone
and email.
• Start in self-service and escalate—with context— to a live
agent when needed for assisted service.
• Uses predictive modeling and analytics to enhance the
customer experience and improve agent effectiveness.
• Uses agent input to train the chatbot in the moment.

• Make phone interactions web-aware and digital, using
visual interactive voice response (IVR) technology, with
web journey data and channel presence detection for
greater caller personalization in real time.
• Enable speech-driven chatbot technology to empower
customer self-service.
• Shift interactions from IVR to messaging for more efficient
resolution of certain issues.

Humans help chatbots become smarter
Machine-learning algorithms for chatbots make educated guesses at what the best answer could be for a
customer’s question. When a customer or human agent gives the chatbot’s guess a thumbs up or down, it
learns the correct answer to the question and uses it for all subsequent instances of the same question.

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience
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06 The Customer Experience

What to Look for in a Digital Customer
Experience Technology Partner:
Do they focus on understanding and automating
customer journeys to achieve desired business
outcomes?
Do they use AI and machine learning to create intentdriven experiences in any channel and on any device?
Do they take advantage of operational insights it
gains from other clients?
Does their industry experience enable it to build an
intent model for anticipating customer needs that is
specific to your enterprise, and can it create it faster
and for less cost than doing it yourself?
Does their technology work across all the devices your
customers use, including desktop computers, phones,
tablets, and mobile applications?
Does their technology allow customers to stop a
conversation or transaction on one channel or device,
and pick it up at a later time, using another channel or
device, without having to repeat themselves?

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience
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07
Align Your Strategy with
the Business
Fiction:
If you have the right technologies and approach, your transformation
will be successful.

Fact:
When digital transformation initiatives fail, it’s often because of
underlying cross-departmental hurdles and lack of alignment across
the business.

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience
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07 Strategy Alignment

Unlike Other Types of Technology Initiatives,
Digital Transformation of the Customer
Experience Requires Cooperation and
Collaboration Beyond the Customer Service and
IT Organizations.
It’s important that your digital transformation strategy is
in lockstep with the business strategy, with all levels of
executive leadership committed.

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience

You can align teams with your transformation strategy and
agree on a simple set of metrics to measure success. Here
are some ideas about how to do that.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Linking organizational teams
Seeking executive sponsorship
Changing mindsets
Connecting technology silos
Getting access to data
Creating a low-risk sandbox environment
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07 Strategy Alignment
Success Factors

How to Achieve Alignment

Why It Matters

1
Linking
organizational teams

Internal organizational structures are often the biggest hurdles to
customer experience transformation. For example, marketing and
customer support may not be working together. To break down
the silos, get help from executive leadership to align everyone’s
objectives to a shared vision of the best possible customer
experience.

When departments, such as marketing, understand that digitally
transforming the customer experience can help them achieve
some of their most important metrics (such as improving retention
and increasing revenue), it’s easier to build cooperation and
communication channels.

2
Seeking executive
sponsorship

Seek out executive-level sponsorship early on to make sure your
transformation of the customer experience doesn’t get derailed or
defunded halfway through.

Executives are focused on what it takes to achieve and sustain market
leadership. Digital transformation of the customer experience is a
way to catapult your company to the top of your industry.

3
Changing mindsets

Some executives and managers may not believe that the company
needs to transform the customer experience digitally. Use
customer feedback, demographic data, and industry trends to
show that customers want to engage with your brand through
digital channels when the experience meets their needs and not
resort to calling the contact center.

Many areas of the business are under pressure to control costs.
Leaders in these areas may view adding digital capabilities as
an additional cost. Showing that digital technologies such as
virtual assistants can reduce costs helps them see the benefits of
transformation.

4
Connecting
technology silos

The way large enterprises consume services and technology can be
a barrier to agility and innovation. Because disparate point solutions
aren’t integrated and lack a customer journey approach, they often
fail to deliver measurable improvements. By viewing technology
deployments in the context of customer journeys and the desired
digital experience, you avoid adding yet another siloed technology.

The IT group worries about integrating systems, providing security,
reducing operating costs, and more. Taking a thoughtful approach
to connecting technology helps reduce IT complexity and costs.

5
Getting access to
data

Digital transformation is first and foremost about taking advantage
of data to improve the customer experience. Get access and
permission to collect, aggregate, and analyze data across customer
journeys, regardless of channel.

It’s understandable when data “owners” show reluctance to make
it available. They could be concerned about the security of the data
or the potential impact on the systems that rely on it. Create a plan
for collecting and using the data that addresses the concerns of the
owners. Show that valuable insights from the data will be shared
across the company to benefit multiple areas of the business.

6
Creating a lowrisk sandbox
environment

Digital transformation of the customer experience isn’t a cookiecutter project. Your company must be able to try, fail fast, and
learn from the experience. A sandbox or proof of concept can
enable that in a relatively risk-free environment.

When something goes wrong with the customer experience, it can
impact multiple parts of the organization. Alleviate fear of change
by proving the new or enhanced solutions will work as planned in a
realistic but low-risk environment.

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience
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08
Use Best Practices for
Best Outcomes
Fiction:
You have to reinvent the wheel when it comes to digital
transformation.

Fact:
You can learn from the experiences of other companies about the
right ways to transform the customer experience.

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience
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76%

of executives agree that organizations need to
dramatically re-engineer the experiences that
bring technology and people together in a
more human-centric manner.

52% prominent role or is ingrained into almost all
of consumers say that technology plays a
aspects of their day-to-day lives.

19% aspects of their day-to-day lives that they view it
report that technology is so intertwined with all
as an extension of themselves.

- Accenture, Technology Vision 2020, WE,
THE POSTDIGITAL PEOPLE

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience
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08 Best Practices

Following Best Practices, or the Most Effective Methods and Procedures, Can Take the Digital Transformation of
Your Customer Experience to the Next Level.
Be Flexible

Choose a Partner with Deep Industry Expertise

As customer journeys, channels, technology, and the market
evolve, so must your digital strategy—sometimes well before
you’ve achieved your ideal end state. With an iterative
transformation strategy, you’re better prepared to shift
suddenly to achieve your objectives.

To shorten your time to market and reduce project risk,
look for a partner with experience automating the customer
journeys in your industry. Using AI and machine learning to
accelerate a smart chatbot’s knowledge helps you achieve
your goals more quickly.

Link Web to Phone

Segment Customers to Fine-tune the Experience

You not only need to understand what customers and
prospects are doing on your website, you need to also be
able to continue that conversation in another channel without
making your customers start over. Eighty-seven percent of
shoppers now begin their hunt in digital channels – up from
71% the prior year.2

Within the customer journey, consider designing different
experiences for different segments of customers. For
instance, if your core customer base includes both millennials
and baby boomers, you might achieve better outcomes by
choosing different channels for the two different segments for
the same journey.

Use a Coordinated Human Agent and Chatbot Strategy
If there are weaknesses in your web channel that cause
customers to leave it or abandon shopping carts, a coordinated
strategy can help. With such a strategy, you can improve
customer self-service engagement and hand off the interaction
seamlessly—and at the right time—to a live agent while
maintaining the context of the interaction.

2. [24]7.ai, U.S. Customer Engagement Index, 2016

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience
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09
Learn How [24]7.ai
Can Help

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience
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09 Learn How [24]7.ai Can Help

By now, you should understand how digital transformation can deliver
real value to your business and your customers. Taking an incremental
approach will ease the transformational burden, so too will finding
the right partner. Turning to a trusted and experienced partner is one
more success factor for digital transformation—one that can help you
deliver the best possible customer experience as quickly, easily, and
successfully as possible.

Take advantage of these capabilities from [24]7.ai:

When it comes to helping industry leaders in nearly every sector
transform the customer experience, no other vendor offers the
experience, technology, people, processes, and innovation that
[24]7.ai brings to the table. As your partner, [24]7.ai can help you
achieve your digital transformation goals.

• Proven ability to augment and extend existing technology.

Transforming the Digital Customer Experience

• Unparalleled insight into discovering, designing, and automating
digital customer experiences.
• A SaaS platform puts the power of conversational AI in your hands.
• Operational integrity and insight; we use our own technology on
behalf of clients.
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Contact us

About [24]7.ai

www.247.ai
info@247.ai
United States +1-855-692-9247
Canada +1-866-273-1195
United Kingdom +44 0 207 836 9203
Australia +61 2 90025780

[24]7.ai is redefining how artificial intelligence, human insight, and deep vertical
expertise can produce personalized, satisfying customer experiences across all
channels. Our advanced conversational AI platform predicts consumer intent and
creates frictionless interactions that help the world’s largest and most recognizable
brands to strengthen customer relationships and increase brand loyalty. With
more than two decades of contact center operations expertise, [24]7.ai empowers
companies to deliver natural, consistent conversations that increase customer
satisfaction while lowering costs.
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